WOODSIDE HIGH SCHOOL’S
SPRING SEASON SPORTS AWARDS 2018-19

UNIFIED SPORTS B-BALL TEAM
Kenath Carver
Kai Conley
Jackie Corrales
Nathan Corrales
Nathan Garcia
Mariel Gutierrez
Kerolos Khalil
Kayla Knupfer
Katie Littlefield
Emma McDowall
Adriana Ortega
Leila Preys
Ryan Razi
Andres Rodriguez
JJ Sanchez
Melendy Sanchez Rubio
Aidan Shaeffer
Grace Steinmetz
Chloe West
Colin Wilfrid
Victoria Witzel

JV
Aidan Chandler & Chris Dodge – Best Teammate
Zak Sullivan – Best Pitcher
Jack Ryan – Best Defender
Zak Sullivan – Best Hitter

VARSITY
Max Moreno – Best Teammate
Harry Kraus – Heart and Hustle
Jason Guaspari & Owen Crevelt – Coaches Award
Joseph King – MVP

LACROSSE, GIRLS

JV
Ava Bouthillette & Isla Steven-Schneider – Most Improved
Evan Caldwell – Most Inspirational
Naomi Komadina – MVP

VARSITY
Noelia Arteaga – Most Improved
Alex Manuel – Most Inspirational
Caroline Daniher & Kayla Louis – MVP

LACROSSE, BOYS

VARSITY
Kyle Knudson – Coaches Award
Quentin Verkler – Defensive Player of the Year
Adam Alston – Offensive Player of the Year
Jake Escobar – MVP

TENNIS, BOYS

VARSITY
Danny Sochoux – Most Improved
Markus Brugger – Sportsmanship Award
Carl Tuttle – MVP

CHEER

VARSITY
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Taylor Banks – Most improved
Mia Carter – Coaches Award
Colleen Sochan & Nadia Sochan – Most Dedicated
Gabby Melamed – Most Spirited

Swimming

Girls JV
Evie Satero & Adena Moses – Most Improved
Natalie Hallmann – Coaches Award
Bridget O’Brien – Coaches Award
Emma James – Coaches Award

Girls Varsity
Lily Mein – Most Improved
Colette Akemann – Coaches Award
Lucy Worden & Kaia Anderson – Co MVP
Emma James – Coaches Award

Boys JV
Nico Ortega – Most Improved
Griffin Mills – Coaches Award
Soren Undhjem – MVP

Boys Varsity
Jake Anderson – Most Improved
Michael Giarrusso & Ben Sacco – Coaches Award
Justin Mills – MVP

BADMINTON

Girls JV
Dasha Kamyschenko, Alec Gellrich & Jake Baur – Birdie Award
Guadalupe Mendoza – Coaches Award
Ava Nielson, Kate Scott & Joey Jacob – Most Improved
Sean Sheffield – Most Inspirational
Amanda Wong & Cole Jernigan – MVP

Track

Girls JV
Erika Rohlfes & Chloe Rodriguez Stangle – Most Improved
Eloise Sampson – Most Inspirational
Delilah Gemello – Coaches Award
Katie Sheldon – MVP

Girls Varsity
Elle Marsyla – Most improved
Elise Arana – Most Inspirational
Isabel de Oliveira – Coaches Award
Sarah Perry – MVP

Boys JV
Taylor Roe – Most Improved
Karel Juiz – Most Inspirational
Robert Rohlfes & Avery Doehrmann – Coaches Award
Nicholas Jeong – MVP

Boys Varsity
Stephen Forney – Most Improved
Alex Hadidi – Most Inspirational
Daniel Longo & Ryan Mithen – Coaches Award
Casey Orton – MVP
Rhett Pedrin & Isabel De Oliveira – Iron Athlete

Scholar Athletes

3.0-3.49
Adam Alston
Liduvina Arias Garcia
Kennedy Behrens

Ava Bouthillette
Loan Brattesani
Claire Brodie
Tristan Cagno
Gabriela Castro
Lia Chapralis
Amanda Chow
Frederick Churchill

Railey Ciraulo
Trevor Cook
Taylor Dana
Kathleen Dunlap
Bryton Facchino Olsen
Madeleine Fex
Alex Friedsam
Alexander Erik Gellrich
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Brain Goode
Jason Guaspari
Aasia Hasan
William Holhaus
Gillian Hughes
Hanna Hyland
Kassidy James
Cole Jernigan
Dylan Keller
Jake Keller
William King
Nicole Kirkorian
Ava Krampert
Kylie Kronthal
Jarod Kurtz
Jazayla Libed-Beene
Anya Mason
Matthew Mattis
Connor McIntney
Alyyca Mendez
Griffin Mills
Justin Mills
Ava Molloy
Samuel Newby
Jack O’Hara
Rockford Pedrin
Tara Perkins
Tommy Person
Dylan Petrín
Hector Ramirez Cervantes
Ava Rutter
Robert Ryan
Kai Seed
Kaylinn Shade
Katherine Sheldon
Trinity Slack
Sarah Steinmetz
Shelby Sullivan
Stephanie Torres
Dominic Venturelli
Kathryn Williams
Lauren Williams
Lucy Worden
Alexandria Young

3.5 - 3.99
Colette Akemann
Karina Alcaraz
Noelia Arteaga
Anissya Avendano
Brynn Ayoob
Luis Baez
Trent Barnwell
Cailen Benjamin
Alexia Boswell
Luke Buddie
Otoniel Carreon
Claire Carter
Mia Carter
Matthew Cavero Velez
Aidan Chandler
Olivia Cherry
William Christensen
Alejandra Cortez
Michael Costanini
Jack Cryan
Tyler Deal
Jordan Deemer
Sierra Doran
Reis England
Zara Farber
Charlotte Fex
Alison Fogelberg
Victor Franco Ramirez
Angelina Gaddi
Delliah Gemello
Zoe Gipson
Zephyr Granger
Sydney Grech
Catherine Greenberg
Mariel Gutierrez Orozco
Anna Harshman
Nicholas Hart
Lance Harwood
Trenton Hotovec
Nicholas Jeong
Eliot Jerng
Laci Jones
Emma Kinder
Kyle Knudson
William Kreidler
Ava Larson
Julia Law
Liam Lee
Valentina Lovazzano
Teaghan Lynch
Stella Macedo
Alexandria Manuel
Ricardo Manzanares Diaz
Anthony Marcos
Ally Marcos
Clare Mckay
Adam Mead
Katherine Meade
Lily Mein
Cristina Mendoza Osegua

4.0+
Kimberly Millian Arcadia
Ryan Mills
Ryan Mithen
Emma Montalbano
Conrad Morhenn
Rachel Mull
Steven Nguyen
Yannick Odenwald
Adriana Ortega
Nicholas Ortega
Casey Orton
Sophia Pepe
Monserrat Perez
Naomi Perez
Jillian Peterson
Jackeline Rebuelta Garcia
Esmee Reed
Marthe Renard
Zahra Roberts
Natalie Rocklin
Chloe Rodriguez Stangle
Joaquin Rubio Garcia
Luke Rutherford
Jack Ryan
Snowden Sabel
Victor Saliba
Lauren Saxelby
Zachary Scher
Emily Schmitz
Mckenna Shade
Sean Sheffield
iFaith Soltero
Connor Spackman
Juliana Tabares
Anahi Tabares Ruiz
Gianna Toschi
Sophia Trikas
Madison Truesdale
Sydney Truesdale
Carl Tuttle
Joseph Unrecht
Mariah Velez
Justin Vicente
Laura Weppner
Kalpa Yakupitiyage
Sheona Yakupitiyage
Nathan Yoho

Kaia Anderson
Elise Arana
Alison Asborno
All League Recognition

Honorable Mention:
Adriana Ortega – Lacrosse
Sophia Trikas – Lacrosse
Quentin Verklker – Lacrosse
Garrett Faure – Baseball

SECOND TEAM ALL LEAGUE
Maddy Fex – Lacrosse
Vina Arias Garcia – Lacrosse
William Kreidler – Lacrosse
Victor Franco Ramirez – Lacrosse
Anthony Acevedo – Baseball
Courtney McLean – Swimming
Ava Molloy – Swimming
Justin Mills – Swimming
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Andrew Mills – Swimming
Gianna Voltattorni – Softball
Megan Barstad – Softball
Nicholas Alves – JV Swimming

First Team All League:
Alex Kastelein – Tennis
Carson Katz – Golf
Caroline Daniher – Lacrosse
Jake Escobar – Lacrosse
Max Moreno – Baseball
Owen Crevelt – Baseball
Kaia Anderson – Swimming
Lucy Worden – Swimming
Madison Truesdale – Softball
Griffin Mills – JV Swimming
Soren Undhjem – JV Swimming
Katherine Meade – Track
Alex Hadidi – Track
Sarah Perry – Track
Alexandra McDowall – Track
Samantha Brook – Track
Isabel de Oliveira – Track

Special Recognition:
Kayla Louis – WBAL MVP Attack – Lacrosse
Joseph King – PAL Player of the Year – Baseball

Thank You!
Dan Peterson – Strength and Conditioning Coach
Andrew La – Athletic Trainer
Chloe Hislop – Sports Leadership student for slide show
Mariel Gutierrez Orozco – Sports Leadership student chair for Unified Sports
Athletic Booster Organization (ABO)
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